Geotech offers a full line of accessories and supplies such as well caps, auger plugs, basket plugs, and fittings in a variety of sizes and configurations to meet your specific requirements. Custom designs also available upon request.

A Expandable Locking Well Caps in 1”, 2”, 4” and 6” sizes
- Slip Fit Caps in all varieties and sizes
- Custom Well Cap configurations are also available
- Integral parts to our dedicated pump systems

B 1½” and 3” Slugs for aquifer tests

C Tubing Weights

D Quality Tubing in a variety of sizes and materials for environmental sampling and groundwater remediation

E Basket & Auger Plugs
- Prevents sand from entering hollow stem augers
- 2” to 9” tapered inside diameter
- Machined from solid polypropylene with HDPE for strength and durability

F Drum Labels
- Green Non-Hazardous Waste Labels
- Hazardous Waste Labels
  Available in 25 and 100 quantities
- Non-Classified Waste Material Labels
- Hold Pending Analysis Labels
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Well Accessories
Well Caps, Auger Plugs, Basket Plugs, & Fittings

G Foot Valves – for hand pumping
- Check Valves – for submersible pumps

H Crimps – for safety cable
- Quick Links
- Low Profile Cable Clamps

I Compression Bulk Head
- Compression Cap
- Compression Union
- Ferrule Sets
- Compression Nuts
- Hose Bars
- FEP-Coated Safety Cable

J Quality electrical connections including Harting and Amphenol
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